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The Stress of Parenting
This book is designed to motivate you to learn more about being a GOOD parent. There are some 
basic tips in this book but please use other more expansive resources and do not take being a 
parent for granted. It is a very large responsibility. One little mistake can scar a child forever or 
worse. See Tears in Heaven video with me and Sterling.

Being a parent can be one of life’s most joyful and rewarding experiences, but there are times in 
everyone’s life when the demands and hassles of daily living cause stress. The additional stress 
of caring for children can, at times, make parents feel angry, anxious, or just plain “stressed out”. 
These tensions are a normal, inevitable part of family life, and parents need to learn ways to cope 
so that they don’t feel overwhelmed by them.

As parents, we have to learn our jobs as we go along. Although we love our children, we soon 
realize that love isn’t all that’s needed. We need patience and creativity too, and sometimes, 
these qualities seem to be in short supply. Learning how to be a parent will probably continue 
until all your children are grown up. Because each child is unique, what worked with Joe will 
not necessarily work with Sally, and what worked for Sally probably will not help you cope with 
George.

Caring for small children is tiring. On bad days, we can feel trapped by the constant responsibility. 
Caring for older children is less physically draining but more worrisome because they spend much 
more time outside the home.

If there are young children in the family, there may not be enough time for parents to find time 
to spend together just enjoying each other’s company. Single parents have difficulty finding time 
and energy to have a social life. Parents with full-time jobs have difficulty finding family play-time. 
Calendars tend to become over-scheduled. We all need time for ourselves, to concentrate on 
hobbies or interests, or just to relax.

Have a realistic attitude
Most parents have high expectations of how things should be -we all want a perfect family and we 
all worry about how our children will turn out. It is important to remember there are no perfect 
children and no perfect parents. All children misbehave some times. Parents can make mistakes. 
Wanting the ideal family can get in the way of enjoying the one you have.

You may worry about whether your children will be successful. Remember - they are each 
individuals. Accept them for who they are. Children who are loved, encouraged and allowed to 
grow up at their own pace will develop good self-esteem and confidence.

It is helpful to step back and take a long-range point of view. Have confidence that things will turn 
out well. Children can go through difficult stages. What is stressful today may resolve itself in a 
short time.

How to recognize the symptoms of stress
Stress becomes a problem when you feel overwhelmed by the things that happen to you. You may 
feel “stressed out” when it seems there is too much to deal with all at once, and you are not sure 
how to handle it all.
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When you feel stressed, you usually have some physical symptoms. You can feel tired, get 
headaches, stomach upsets or backaches, clench your jaw or grind your teeth, develop skin rashes, 
have recurring colds or flu, have muscle spasms or nervous twitches, or have problems sleeping.

Mental signs of stress include feeling pressured, having difficulty concentrating, being forgetful 
and having trouble making decisions.

Emotional signs include feeling angry, frustrated, tense, anxious, or more aggressive than usual.

How can you cope?
Coping with the stress of parenting starts with understanding what makes you feel stressed, 
learning to recognize the symptoms of too much stress, and learning some new ways of handling 
life’s problems. You may not always be able to tell exactly what is causing your emotional tension, 
but it is important to remind yourself that it is not your children’s fault.

We all have reactions to life’s events which are based on our own personal histories. For the most 
part, we never completely understand the deep-down causes of all our feelings. What we must 
realize is that our feelings of stress come from inside ourselves and that we can learn to keep our 
stress reactions under control. Here are some tips which can help:

• Make time for yourself. Reserve time each week for your own activities.
• Take care of your health with a good diet and regular exercise. Parents need a lot of energy to 

look after children.
• Avoid fatigue. Go to bed earlier and take short naps when you can.
• Take a break from looking after the children. Help keep stress from building up. Ask for help 

from friends or relatives to take care of the children for a while. Exchange babysitting services 
with a neighbour, or hire a teenager, even for a short time once a week to get some time for 
yourself.

• Look for community programs for parents and children. They offer activities that are fun, other 
parents to talk with, and some even have babysitting.

• Talk to someone. Sharing your worries is a great stress reducer!
• Look for parenting courses and groups in your community.
• Learn some ways of unwinding to manage the tension. Simple daily stretching exercises help 

relieve muscle tension. Vigorous walking, aerobics or sports are excellent ways for some 
people to unwind and work off tension; others find deep-breathing exercises are a fast, easy 
and effective way to control physical and mental tension.

• If you're feeling pressured, tense or drawn out at the end of a busy day, say so. Tell your 
children calmly that you will be happy to give them some attention soon but first you need a 
short "quiet time" so that you can relax.

• Practice time management. Set aside time to spend with the children, time for yourself, and 
time for your spouse and/or friends. Learn to say "no" to requests that interfere with these 
important times. Cut down on outside activities that cause the family to feel rushed.

Develop good relationships
Family relationships are built over time with loving care and concern for other people’s feelings. 
Talk over family problems in a warm, relaxed atmosphere. Focus on solutions rather than finding 
blame. If you are too busy or upset to listen well at a certain time, say so. Then agree on a better 
time, and make sure to do it. Laugh together, be appreciative of each other, and give compliments 
often. It may be very hard to schedule time to spend with your family, doing things that you all 
enjoy, but it is the best time you will ever invest.

Parents and children need time to spend one-to-one. Whether yours is a one or two-parent 
family, each parent should try to find a little time to spend alone with each child. You could read a 
bedtime story, play a game, or go for a walk together.

Do you need more help?
If you are considering getting some additional support or information to help you cope with the 
stress of parenting, there are many different resources available, including books and video tapes 
on stress management, parenting courses and workshops, professional counseling and self-help 
groups. Contact a community organization for more information about services in your community.
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by Connection approach is found in our booklets or check out our recommended reading list. Para 
una lista de artículos en español, chasque aquí.

Free Parenting Articles

Child Discipline Tips –How to Discipline Kids without Arguments

By Jean Tracy, MSS

Syndicated Writer for IdeaMarketers

Topic: Parents

What happens to discipline when your child argues with you? Does the discipline become a battle? 
Learn 3 ways to model character and practice the winning formula for solving arguments. It’s time 
you get the respect you deserve.

The Discipline Problem: Endless Arguing between You and Your Kids:
Arguing with kids is like a spinning top. It keeps spinning until you give up, tip over, and say, “Yes” 
when you want to say, “No.”

Kids push arguments to senseless heights. Be rational when they’re not, otherwise your discipline 
will fail. They’ll win. Why? Many kids argue louder and longer than their parents. If this is the way 
your kids get what they want, you can change it.

Let’s look at 3 discipline solutions for ending arguments and solving problems, but first let’s look 
into your past.

Did You Argue with Your Parents?
If so, did you win? Was it easier for them to give up than to keep arguing? Was arguing the way 
you got what you wanted? Do you remember telling your parents -

1. You always say, “No!”

2. You make me do everything!

3. It isn›t fair!

http://www.handinhandparenting.org/store
http://www.handinhandparenting.org/parent-support/recommended-reading
http://www.handinhandparenting.org/articles/articulos-en-espanol
http://www.handinhandparenting.org/articles/articulos-en-espanol
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Maybe you felt powerful, angry, or guilty. Perhaps you lost respect for your parents. Realize your 
kids feel the same way. That›s why you must stop the arguing. You must stop the manipulation. 
You must find a different way to solve problems.

First Parenting Tip - Model Respect and Character:
Your voice, your body language, and your words have the power to teach. Some parents teach the 
following mistakes. Don’t let these mistakes be yours:

1. Argue with a loud rough voice. The child learns to argue the same way because parents modeled 
the voice.

2. Stand with stiff body language, pointing finger, and angry face. The child learns to mimic the 
same stance because parents modeled it.

3. Yell, name call, and use hurtful words. The child repeats the language because parents modeled 
it.

What to do:

Speak kindly and firmly with your child. Form a relaxed body language and speak in a civilized 
manner. You are the parent, the teacher, the model.

Second Parenting Tip - Listen Well and Speak Well
1. Look into your child’s eyes as he’s speaking.

2. Give your child your full attention.

3. Ask questions to show interest.

4. Avoid interrupting.

5. Stay on the subject.

Third Parenting Tip – The Rules and the Formula
The Discipline Formula Rules:

You’ll need a timer and a coin.

Toss the coin to see who starts.

You can only speak when holding the coin.

The first speaker, with coin in hand, can only speak for one minute.

Start the timer.

The speaker gives the coin to the listener to repeat what he said.

Start the timer again.

The Discipline Formula:
After the listener receives the coin and before he starts to make his point, he must say in his own 
words what he heard the speaker before him say.
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He then asks, “Was I right?” If he wasn’t, he must keep trying until he gets it right. Only when the 
listener repeats correctly can he become the speaker.

Then start the one minute timer.

Repeat this process until each person is ready to make some positive commitments about the 
subject of the argument.

Write out the commitments with each person signing his name next to his commitment. Post it 
on the refrigerator.

Conclusion for Teaching your Kids How to Solve Arguments:
Stop spinning into endless arguments with your kids. You don’t have to roll over and say, “Yes” 
when you want to say, “No.” Use the Winning Formula for Solving Arguments. Model both respect 
and character. Listen well and speak well. If you do, you’ll both be getting the love and respect you 
each want.

Feel free to use this article in your newsletters, magazines, and blogs as long as you include the 
information below:

Jean Tracy, MSS invites you to pick up her e-book, Discipline Tips for Parents with 41 specific 
solutions for 41 common behaviors. If you do, you›ll get the love and respect you deserve. You›ll 
be raising children with character too.

Child development stages
Child development stages describe theoretical milestones of child development. Many stage 
models of development have been proposed, used as working concepts and in some cases 
asserted as nativist theories.

This article puts forward a general model based on the most widely accepted developmental 
stages. However, it is important to understand that there is wide variation in terms of what is 
considered “normal,” driven by a wide variety of genetic, cognitive, physical, family, cultural, 
nutritional, educational, and environmental factors. Many children will reach some or most of 
these milestones at different times from the norm.

 
Contents
1. Overview of motor, speech, vision and 

hearing development

2. Physical specifications

3. Specifications sorted by reached age

• 3.1 1–4 months
• 3.1.1 Physical
• 3.1.2 Motor development

• 3.2 4–8 months
• 3.2.1 Physical
• 3.2.2 Motor development

• 3.3 8–12 Months
• 3.3.1 Physical
• 3.3.2 Motor development

• 3.4 Toddlers (12–24 months)
• 3.4.1 Physical
• 3.4.2 Motor development
• 3.4.3 Cognitive development
• 3.4.4 Language
• 3.4.5 Social
• 3.4.6 Psychological

• 3.5 Two year old
• 3.5.1 Physical
• 3.5.2 Motor development
• 3.5.3 Cognitive
• 3.5.4 Language
• 3.5.5 Social and emotional

• 3.6 Three year old
• 3.6.1 Physical
• 3.6.2 Motor development
• 3.6.3 Cognitive development

• 3.7 Four year old
• 3.7.1 Physical Development
• 3.7.2 Motor Development
• 3.7.3 Cognitive
• 3.7.4 Language
• 3.7.5 Social development

• 3.8 Five year old
• 3.8.1 Physical
• 3.8.2 Motor development
• 3.8.3 Cognitive
• 3.8.4 Language development
• 3.8.5 Social development

• 3.9 Six year old

http://www.kidsdiscuss.com/discipline-tips-for-parents.asp
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Child_development
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• 3.9.1 Physical
• 3.9.2 Motor development
• 3.9.3 Language
• 3.9.4 Social and emotional

Developmental Milestones
Age Motor Speech Vision and 

hearing Additional Notes

4–6 weeks Smiles at parent
6–8 weeks Vocalizes

12–20 
weeks

Hand 
regard: 
following 
the hand 
with the 
eyes.[2]

Serves to practice 
emerging visual skills.[3] 
Also observed in blind 
children.[2]

3 months
Prone:head held up for 
prolonged periods. Nograsp 
reflex

Makes vowel noises

Follows 
dangling toy 
from side to 
side. Turns 
head round 
to sound

Squeals with delight 
appropriately. 
Discriminates smile.

5 months
Holds head steady. Goes for 
objects and gets them. Objects 
taken to mouth

Enjoys vocal play

6 months

Transfers objects from one hand 
to the other. Pulls self up to sit 
and sits erect with supports. 
Rolls over prone to supine. 
Palmar grasp of cube

Double syllable sounds 
such as ‘mumum’ and 
‘dada’

Localises 
sound 45 
cm lateral to 
either ear

May show ‘stranger 
shyness’

9–10 
months

Wiggles and crawls. Sits 
unsupported. Picks up objects 
with pincer grasp

Babbles tunefully
Looks 
for toys 
dropped

Apprehensive about 
strangers

1 year
Stands holding furniture. Stands 
alone for a second or two, then 
collapses with a bump

Babbles 2 or 3 words 
repeatedly

Drops toys, 
and watches 
where they 
go

Cooperates with 
dressing, waves goodbye, 
understands simple 
commands

18 months

Can walk alone. Picks up toy 
without falling over. Gets up/
down stairs holding onto rail. 
Begins to jump with both feet. 
Can build a towerof 3 or 4 cubes 
and throw a ball

‘Jargon’. Many intelligible 
words

Demands constant 
mothering. Drinks from 
a cup with both hands. 
Feeds self with a spoon. 
Most children with 
autism are diagnosed at 
this age.

2 years
Able to run. Walks up and down 
stairs 2 feet per step. Builds 
tower of 6 cubes

Joins 2–3 wordsin 
sentences Parallel play. Dry by day

3 years

Goes up stairs 1-foot per step 
and downstairs 2 feet per step. 
Copies circle, imitates cross and 
draws man on request. Builds 
tower of 9cubes

Constantly 
asksquestions. Speaks in 
sentences.

Cooperative play. 
Undresses with 
assistance. Imaginary 
companions

4 years
Goes down stairs one foot per 
step, skips on one foot. Imitates 
gate with cubes, copies a cross

Questioning at its 
height. Manyinfantile 
substitutions in speech

Dresses and undresses 
with assistance. Attends 
to own toilet needs

5 years
Skips on both feet and hops. 
Draws a man and copies a 
triangle. Gives age

Fluent speech with few 
infantile substitutions in 
speech

Dresses and undresses 
alone

6 years Copies a diamond. Knows right 
from left and number of fingers Fluent speech

Physical specifications

Age
Average 
length/height
(cm)

Length 
growth

Average 
weight

Weight 
gain

Respiration 
rate
(per 
minute)

Normal body 
temperature

Heart 
rate(pulse)
(per 
minute)

Visual 
acuity
(Snellen 
chart)

1–4 months
Medium 
under half 1 
foot

2.5 cm per 
year

0 
g[citation 
needed]

100 g per 
week 30 35.7°C

4–8 months 70–75 cm 
(28–30 in)

1.3 cm 
(0.51 in) per 
month

(doubling 
birth 
weight)

500 g per 
month 25 to 50

body 
tempmpera-
ture

heart rate

8–12 months

Approx. 1.5 
times birth 
length by first 
birthday

body 
temperature

9.6 kg 
(21 lb)
Nearly 
triple 
the birth 
weight 
by first 
birthday

500 g per 
month 20 to 45 body 

temperature heart rate 20/100

12–24 months 80–90 cm 
(31–35 in)

5–8 cm 
(2.0–3.1 in) 
per year

9–13 kg 
(20–29 
lb)

130–250 
g per 
month

22 to 40 body 
temperature 80 to 110 20/60

2 years 85–95 cm 
(33–37 in)

7–13 cm 
(2.8–5.1 in) 
per year

12–15 kg 
(26–33 
lb)
about 
4 times 
birth 
weight

1 kg per 
year 20 to 35 body 

tempurature heart rate

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vocalise
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Pincer_grasp&action=edit&redlink=1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clothing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Walk
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stairway
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Handrail
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tower
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ball
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drinkware
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Running
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Step_(footing)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Word_(linguistics)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sentence_(linguistics)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parallel_play
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Circle
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Skip_(gait)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Toilet
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rhombus
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Relative_direction
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Relative_direction
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Finger
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fluency
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Body_temperature
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Body_temperature
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heart_rate
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heart_rate
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Citation_needed
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Citation_needed
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Specifications sorted by reached age

1–4 months

Physical
•  Head and chest circumference are nearly equal to the part of the abdomen.
•  Head circumference increases approximately 2 cm per month until two months, then increases 

1.5 cm per month until four months.
•  Increases are an important indication of continued brain growth.
•  Continues to breathe using abdominal muscles.
•  Posterior fontanel.
•  Anterior fontanel.
•  Skin remains sensitive and easily irritated.
•  Legs.
•  Cries with tears.
•  Gums are red.
•  Eyes begin moving together in unison (binocular vision).

Motor development
•  Rooting and sucking reflexes are well developed.
•  Swallowing reflex and tongue movements are immature;inability to move food to the back of 

the mouth.
•  Grasp reflex.
•  Landau reflex appears near the middle of this period; when baby is held in a prone (face 

down) position, the head is held upright and legs are fully extended.
•  Grasps with entire hand; strength insufficient to hold items. Holds hands in an open or semi-

open position.
•  Movements are large and jerky.
•  Raises head and upper body on arms when in a prone position.
•  Turns head side to side when in a supine (face up) position;can not hold head up and line with 

the body.
•  Upper body parts are more active: clasps hands above face, waves arms about, reaches for 

objects.

4–8 months

Physical
•  Head and chest circumferences are basically equal.
•  Head circumference increases approximately 1 cm per month until six to seven months, then 

0.5 cm per month; head circumference should continue to increase steadily, indicating healthy, 
ongoing brain growth.

•  Breathing is abdominal; respiration rate depending on activity; rate and patterns vary from 
infant to infant.
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•  Teeth may begin to appear, with upper and lower incisors coming in first. Gums may become 
red and swollen, accompanied by increased drooling, chewing, biting, and mouthing of objects.

•  Legs may appear bowed; bowing gradually disappears as infant grows older.
•  Fat rolls ("Baby Fat") appear on thighs, upper arms and neck.
•  True eye color is established.

Motor development
•  Reflexive behaviors are changing:
•  Blinking reflex is well established
•  Sucking reflex becomes voluntary
•  Moro reflex disappears
•  When lowered suddenly, infant throws out arms as a protective measure.
•  Swallowing reflex appears and allows infant to move solid foods from front of mouth to the 

back for swallowing.
•  Picks up objects using finger and thumb (pincer grip).
•  Reaches for objects with both arms simultaneously; later reaches with one hand or the other.
•  Transfers objects from one hand to the other; grasps object using entire hand (palmar grasp).
•  Handles, shakes, and pounds objects; puts everything in mouth.
•  Able to hold bottle.
•  Sits alone without support, holding head erect, back straightened, and arms propped forward 

for support
•  Pulls self into a crawling position by raising up on arms and drawing knees up beneath the 

body; rocks back and forth, but generally does not move forward.
•  Lifts head when placed on back.
•  Can roll over from back or stomach position.
•  May accidentally begin scooting backwards when placed on stomach; soon will begin to crawl 

forward.
•  Looks for fallen objects by 7 months
•  Plays ‘peek-a-boo’ games
•  Cannot understand “no” or “danger”

8–12 Months

Physical
•  Respiration rates vary with activity
•  Environmental conditions, weather, activity, and clothing still affect variations in body 

temperature.
•  Head and chest circumference remain equal.
•  Continues to use abdominal muscles for breathing.
•  Anterior fontanel begins to close.
•  More teeth appear, often in the order of two lower incisors then two upper incisors followed 

by four more incisors and two lower molars but some babies may still be waiting for their first.
•  Arm and hands are more developed than feet and legs (cephalocaudal development); hands 

appear large in proportion to other body parts.
•  Legs may continue to appear bowed.

•  "Baby Fat" continues to appear on thighs, upper arms and neck.
•  Feet appear flat as arch has not yet fully developed.
•  Both eyes work in unison (true binocular coordination).
•  Can see distant objects (4 to 6 m or 13 to 20 ft away) and points at them.

Motor development
•  Reaches with one hand leading to grasp an offered object or toy.
•  Manipulates objects, transferring them from one hand to the other.
•  Explores new objects by poking with one finger.
•  Uses deliberate pincer grasp to pick up small objects, toys, and finger foods.
•  Stacks objects; also places objects inside one another.
•  Releases objects or toys by dropping or throwing; cannot intentionally put an object down.
•  Beginning to pull self to a standing position.
•  Beginning to stand alone, leaning on furniture for support; moves around obstacles by side-

stepping.
•  Has good balance when sitting; can shift positions without falling.
•  Creeps on hands and knees; crawls up and down stairs.
•  Walks with adult support, holding onto adult's hand; may begin to walk alone.
•  Watches people, objects, and activities in the immediate environment.
•  Shows awareness of distant objects (4 to 6 m or 13 to 20 ft away) by pointing at them.
•  Responds to hearing tests (voice localization); however, loses interest quickly and, therefore, 

may be difficult to test formally.
•  Follows simple instructions.
•  Reaches for toys that are out of reach but visible
•  Recognizes objects in reverse
•  Drops thing intentionally and repeats and watches object
•  Imitates activities like playing drum

Toddlers (12–24 months)

Physical
•  Weight is now approximately 3 times the child's birth weight.
•  Respiration rate varies with emotional state and activity.
•  Rate of growth slows
•  Head size increases slowly; grows approximately 1.3 cm every six months; anterior fontanelle 

is nearly closed at eighteen months as bones of the skull thicken.
•  Chest circumference is larger than head circumference.
•  Legs may still appear bowed.
•  Toddler will begin to lose the "Baby Fat" once he/she begins walking.
•  Body shape changes; takes on more adult-like appearance; still appears top-heavy; abdomen 

protrudes, back is swayed.

Motor development
•  Crawls skillfully and quickly.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Incisors
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eye_color
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moro_reflex
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Incisors
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Incisors
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Molars
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_skull
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•  Stands alone with feet spread apart, legs stiffened, and arms extended for support.
•  Gets to feet unaided.
•  Most children walk unassisted near the end of this period; falls often; not always able to 

maneuver around obstacles, such as furniture or toys.
•  Uses furniture to lower self to floor; collapses backwards into a sitting position or falls forward 

on hands and then sits.
•  Enjoys pushing or pulling toys while walking.
•  Repeatedly picks up objects and throws them; direction becomes more deliberate.
•  Attempts to run; has difficulty stopping and usually just drops to the floor.
•  Crawls up stairs on all fours; goes down stairs in same position.
•  Sits in a small chair.
•  Carries toys from place to place.
•  Enjoys crayons and markers for scribbling; uses whole-arm movement.
•  Helps feed self; enjoys holding spoon (often upside down) and drinking from a glass or cup; 

not always accurate in getting utensils into mouth; frequent spills should be expected.
•  Helps turn pages in book.
•  Stacks two to six objects per day.

Cognitive development
•  Enjoys object-hiding activities
•  Early in this period, the child always searches in the same location for a hidden object (if the 

child has watched the hiding of an object). Later, the child will search in several locations.
•  Passes toy to other hand when offered a second object (referred to as "crossing the midline"-

an important neurological development).
•  Manages three to four objects by setting an object aside (on lap or floor) when presented 

with a new toy.
•  Puts toys in mouth less often.
•  Enjoys looking at picture books.
•  Demonstrates understanding of functional relationships (objects that belong together): Puts 

spoon in bowl and then uses spoon as if eating; places teacup on saucer and sips from cup; 
tries to make doll stand up.

•  Shows or offers toy to another person to look at.
•  Names many everyday objects.
•  Shows increasing understanding of spatial and form discrimination: puts all pegs in a pegboard; 

places three geometric shapes in large formboard or puzzle.
•  Places several small items (blocks, clothespins, cereal pieces) in a container or bottle and then 

dumps them out.
•  Tries to make mechanical objects work after watching someone else do so.
•  Responds with some facial movement, but cannot truly imitate facial expression.
•  Most children with autism are diagnosed at this age.

Language
•  Produces considerable "jargon": puts words and sounds together into speech-like (inflected) 

patterns.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neurological
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Toy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mouth
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Picture_book
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spoon
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bowl_(vessel)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Teacup
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saucer
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shape
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pegboard
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Puzzle
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Imitate
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Facial_expression
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•  Holophrastic speech: uses one word to convey an entire thought; meaning depends on the 
inflection ("me" may be used to request more cookies or a desire to feed self). Later; produces 
two-word phrases to express a complete thought (telegraphic speech): "More cookie," "Daddy 
bye-bye."

•  Follows simple directions, "Give Daddy the cup."
•  When asked, will point to familiar persons, animals, and toys.
•  Identifies three body parts if someone names them: "Show me your nose (toe, ear)."
•  Indicates a few desired objects and activities by name: "Bye-bye," "cookie"; verbal request is 

often accompanied by an insistent gesture.
•  Responds to simple questions with "yes" or "no" and appropriate head movement.
•  Speech is 25 to 50 percent intelligible during this period.
•  Locates familiar objects on request (if child knows location of objects).
•  Acquires and uses five to fifty words; typically these are words that refer to animals, food, and 

toys.
•  Uses gestures, such as pointing or pulling, to direct adult attention.
•  Enjoys rhymes and songs; tries to join in.
•  Seems aware of reciprocal (back and forth) aspects of conversational exchanges; some turn-

taking in other kinds of vocal exchanges, such as making and imitating sounds.

Social
•  less wary of strangers.
•  Helps pick up and put away toys.
•  Plays by themselves
•  Enjoys being held and read to.
•  Often imitates adult actions in play.
•  Enjoys adult attention; likes to know that an adult is near; gives hugs and kisses.
•  Recognizes self in mirror.
•  Enjoys the companionship of other children, but does not play cooperatively.
•  Beginning to assert independence; often refuses to cooperate with daily routines that once 

were enjoyable; resists getting dressed, putting on shoes, eating, taking a bath; wants to try 
doing things without help.

•  May have a tantrum when things go wrong or if overly tired or frustrated.
•  Exceedingly curious about people and surroundings; toddlers need to be watched carefully to 

prevent them from getting into unsafe situations.

Psychological
Autonomy vs. Shame and Doubt (will)

(J. Chasse, 2008) Psychosocial stimulation is vital during the toddler years. Play begins to become 
interactive. Toddlers begin to learn and exhibit independence, but ironically they enjoy sharing this 
discovery with others. Another important advancement is active social play with adults including 
mirroring and repeating. Songs, rhymes, and finger plays (e.g. eensy weensy spider, little teapot, 
etc.) are a great way to encourage and stimulate this area of development. Want attention, if not 
paid start throwing objects, trouble you watching TV. Scared from dark, start crying loudly under 
the situation.

Two year old

Physical
•  Posture is more erect; abdomen still large and protruding, back swayed, because abdominal 

muscles are not yet fully developed.
•  Respirations are slow and regular
•  Body temperature continues to fluctuate with activity, emotional state, and environment.
•  Brain reaches about 80 percent of its adult size.
•  15 baby teeth almost finished growing out

Motor development
•  Can walk around obstacles and walk more erect
•  Squats for long periods while playing.
•  Climbs stairs unassisted (but not with alternating feet).
•  Balances on one foot (for a few moments), jumps up and down, but may fall.
•  Often achieves toilet training during this year (depending on child's physical and neurological 

development) although accidents should still be expected; the child will indicate readiness for 
toilet training.

•  Throws large ball underhand without losing balance. Holds small cup or tumbler in one hand. 
Unbuttons large buttons; unzips large zippers.

•  Opens doors by turning doorknobs.
•  Grasps large crayon with fist; scribbles.
•  Climbs up on chair, turns, and sits down.
•  Stacks four to six objects on top of one another.
•  Uses feet to propel wheeled riding toys.

Cognitive
•  Eye–hand movements better coordinated; can put objects together, take them apart; fit large 

pegs into pegboard.
•  Begins to use objects for purposes other than intended (may push a block around as a boat).
•  Does simple classification tasks based on single dimension (separates toy dinosaurs from toy 

cars).
•  Seems fascinated by, or engrossed in, figuring out situations: where the tennis ball rolled, 

where the dog went, what caused a particular noise.
•  Attends to self-selected activities for longer periods of time. Discovering cause and effect: 

squeezing the cat makes her scratch.
•  Knows where familiar persons should be; notes their absence; finds a hidden object by looking 

in last hiding place first. (This is whatPiaget termed object permanence, which usually occurs 
during the sensorimotor stage of Piaget’s childhood theory of cognitive development)

•  Names familiar objects.
•  Recognizes, expresses, and locates pain.
•  Expected to use "magical thinking", such as believing a toy bear is a real bear.
•  Tells about objects and events not immediately present (this is both a cognitive and linguistic 

advance).

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Object_permanence
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sensorimotor_stage
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theory_of_cognitive_development
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•  Expresses more curiosity about the world.

Language
•  Enjoys participating while being read to.
•  Realizes language is effective for getting desired responses.
•  Uses fifty to three-hundred words; vocabulary continuously increasing.
•  Has broken the linguistic code; in other words, much of a two-year-old's talk has meaning to 

him or her.
•  Receptive language is more developed than expressive language; most two-year olds 

understand significantly more than they can talk about.
•  Utters three- and four-word statements; uses conventional word order to form more complete 

sentences.
•  Refers to self as "me" or sometimes "I" rather than by name: "Me go bye-bye"; has no trouble 

verbalizing "mine."
•  Expresses negative statements by tacking on a negative word such as "no" or "not": "Not 

more milk."
•  Uses some plurals.
•  Some stammering and other dysfluencies are common.
•  Speech is as much as 65 to 70 percent intelligible.
•  Is able to verbalize needs.

Social and emotional
•  Shows signs of empathy and caring: comforts another child if hurt or frightened; appears to 

sometimes be overly affectionate in offering hugs and kisses to children
•  Continues to use physical aggression if frustrated or angry (for some children, this is more 

exaggerated than for others); Physical aggression usually lessens as verbal skills improve.
•  Temper tantrums likely to peak during this year; extremely difficult to reason with during a 

tantrum.
•  Impatient; finds it difficult to wait or take turns.
•  Enjoys "helping" with household chores; imitates everyday activities: may try to toilet a stuffed 

animal, feed a doll.
•  "Bossy" with parents and caregivers; orders them around, makes demands, expects immediate 

compliance from adults.
•  Watches and imitates the play of other children, but seldom interacts directly; plays near 

others, often choosing similar toys and activities (parallel play);[4] solitary play is often simple 
and repetitive.[5]

•  Offers toys to other children, but is usually possessive of playthings; still tends to hoard toys.
•  Making choices is difficult; wants it both ways.
•  Often defiant; shouting "no" becomes automatic.
•  Ritualistic; wants everything "just so"; routines carried out exactly as before; belongings 

placed "where they belong."

Three year old

Physical
•  Growth is steady though slower than in first two years.
•  Adult height can be predicted from measurements of height at three years of age; males are 

approximately 53% of their adult height and females, 57%.
•  Legs grow faster than arms,
•  Circumference of head and chest is equal; head size is in better proportion to the body.
•  "Baby fat” disappears as neck appears.
•  Posture is more erect; abdomen no longer protrudes.
•  Slightly knock-kneed.
•  can jump from low step
•  can stand up and walk around on tiptoes
•  "baby" teeth stage over.
•  Needs to consume approximately 6,300 J (1,500 calories) daily.

Motor development
•  Walks up and down stairs unassisted, using alternating feet; may jump from bottom step, 

landing on both feet.
•  Can walk on one foot, balance momentarily.
•  Can kick big ball-shaped objects.
•  Needs minimal assistance eating.
•  Jumps on the spot.
•  Pedals a small tricycle.
•  Throws a ball overhand; aim and distance are limited.
•  Catches a large bounced ball with both arms extended.
•  Enjoys swinging on a swing (not too high or too fast).
•  Shows improved control of crayons or markers; uses vertical, horizontal and circular strokes.
•  Holds crayon or marker between first two fingers and thumb (tripod grasp), not in a fist as 

earlier.
•  Can turn pages of a book one at a time
•  Enjoys building with blocks.
•  Builds a tower of eight or more blocks.
•  Enjoys playing with clay; pounds, rolls, and squeezes it.
•  May begin to show hand dominance.
•  Carries a container of liquid, such as a cup of milk or bowl of water, without much spilling; 

pours liquid from pitcher into another container.
•  Manipulates large buttons and zippers on clothing.
•  Washes and dries hands; brushes own teeth, but not thoroughly.
•  Usually achieves complete bladder control during this time.

Cognitive development
•  Listens attentively to age-appropriate stories.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brown_adipose_tissue
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•  Makes relevant comments during stories, especially those that relate to home and family 
events.

•  Likes to look at books and may pretend to "read" to others or explain pictures.
•  Enjoys stories with riddles, guessing, and "suspense."
•  Speech is understandable most of the time.
•  Produces expanded noun phrases: "big, brown dog."
•  Produces verbs with "ing" endings; uses "-s" to indicate more than one; often puts "-s" on 

already pluralized forms: geeses, mices.
•  Indicates negatives by inserting "no" or "not" before a simple noun or verb phrase: "Not 

baby."
•  Answers "What are you doing?", "What is this?", and "Where?" questions dealing with familiar 

objects and events.

Four year old

Physical Development
•  Head circumference is usually not measured after age three.
•  Requires approximately 1,700 calories daily.
•  Hearing acuity can be assessed by child's correct usage of sounds and *Language also, by the 

child's appropriate responses to questions and instructions.

Motor Development
•  Walks a straight line (tape or chalk line on the floor).
•  Hops on one foot.
•  Pedals and steers a wheeled toy with confidence; turns corners, avoids obstacles and oncoming 

"traffic."
•  Climbs ladders, trees, playground equipment.
•  Jumps over objects 12 to 15 cm (5 to 6 in) high; lands with both feet together.
•  Runs, starts, stops, and moves around obstacles with ease.
•  Throws a ball overhand; distance and aim improving.
•  Builds a tower with ten or more blocks.
•  Forms shapes and objects out of clay: cookies, snakes, simple animals.
•  Reproduces some shapes and letters.
•  Holds a crayon or marker using a tripod grasp.
•  Paints and draws with purpose; may have an idea in mind, but often has problems implementing 

it so calls the creation something else.
•  Becomes more accurate at hitting nails and pegs with hammer.
•  Threads small wooden beads on a string.
•  Can run in a circle

Cognitive
•  Can recognize that certain words sound similar
•  Names eighteen to twenty uppercase letters. Writes several letters and sometimes their name.
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•  A few children are beginning to read simple books, such as alphabet books with only a few 
words per page and many pictures.

•  Likes stories about how things grow and how things operate.
•  Delights in wordplay, creating silly Language.
•  Understands the concepts of "tallest," "biggest," "same," and "more"; selects the picture that 

has the "most houses" or the "biggest dogs."
•  Rote counts to 20 or more.
•  Understands the sequence of daily events: "When we get up in the morning, we get dressed, 

have breakfast, brush our teeth, and go to school."
•  When looking at pictures, can recognize and identify missing puzzle parts (of person, car, 

animal).
•  Very good storytellers.
•  Counts 1 to 7 objects out loud, but not always in order
•  follows two to three step directions given individually or in a group
•  may put the "ed" on the end of words such as "I goed outside and I played."

Language
•  Uses the prepositions "on," "in," and "under."
•  Uses possessives consistently: "hers," "theirs," "baby's."
•  Answers "Whose?", "Who?", "Why?", and "How many?"
•  Produces elaborate sentence structures: "The cat ran under the house before I could see what 

color it was."
•  Speech is almost entirely intelligible.
•  Begins to correctly use the past tense of verbs: "Mommy closed the door," "Daddy went to 

work."
•  Refers to activities, events, objects, and people that are not present.
•  Changes tone of voice and sentence structure to adapt to listener's level of under-standing: To 

baby brother, "Milk gone?" To Mother, "Did the baby drink all of his milk?"
•  States first and last name, gender, siblings' names, and sometimes own telephone number.
•  Answers appropriately when asked what to do if tired, cold, or hungry. Recites and sings 

simple songs and rhymes.

Social development
•  Outgoing; friendly; overly enthusiastic at times.
•  Moods change rapidly and unpredictably; laughing one minute, crying the next; may throw 

tantrum over minor frustrations (a block structure that will not balance); sulk over being left 
out.

•  Imaginary playmates or companions are common; holds conversations and shares strong 
emotions with this invisible friend.

•  Boasts, exaggerates, and "bends" the truth with made-up stories or claims of boldness; tests 
the limits with "bathroom" talk.

•  Cooperates with others; participates in group activities.
•  Shows pride in accomplishments; seeks frequent adult approval.
•  Often appears selfish; not always able to take turns or to understand taking turns under some 

conditions; tattles on other children.

•  Insists on trying to do things independently, but may get so frustrated as to verge on tantrums 
when problems arise: paint that drips, paper airplane that will not fold right.

•  Enjoys role-playing and make-believe activities.
•  Relies (most of the time) on verbal rather than Physical aggression; may yell angrily rather 

than hit to make a point; threatens: "You can't come to my birthday party"
•  Name-calling and taunting are often used as ways of excluding other children.
•  Establishes close relationships with playmates; beginning to have "best" friends.

Five year old

Physical
•  Head size is approximately that of an adult's.
•  May begin to lose "baby" (deciduous) teeth.
•  Body is adult-like in proportion.
•  Requires approximately 7,500 J (1,800 calories) daily
•  Visual tracking and binocular vision are well developed.

Motor development
•  Walks backwards, toe to heel.
•  Walks unassisted up and down stairs, alternating feet.
•  May learn to turn somersaults (should be taught the right way in order to avoid injury).
•  Can touch toes without flexing knees.
•  Walks a balance beam.
•  Learns to skip using alternative feet.
•  Catches a ball thrown from 1 m (3.3 ft) away.
•  Rides a tricycle or wheeled toy with speed and skillful steering; some children learning to ride 

bicycles, usually with training wheels.
•  Jumps or hops forward ten times in a row without falling.
•  Balances on either foot with good control for ten seconds.
•  Builds three-dimensional structures with small cubes by copying from a picture or model.
•  Reproduces many shapes and letters: square, triangle, A, I, O, U, C, H, L, T.
•  Demonstrates fair control of pencil or marker; may begin to color within the lines.
•  Cuts on the line with scissors (not perfectly).
•  Hand dominance is fairly well established.

Cognitive
•  Forms rectangle from two triangular cuts.
•  Builds steps with set of small blocks.
•  Understands concept of same shape, same size.
•  Sorts objects on the basis of two dimensions, such as color and form.
•  Sorts a variety of objects so that all things in the group have a single common feature 

(classification skill: all are food items or boats or animals).
•  Understands the concepts of smallest and shortest; places objects in order from shortest to 

tallest, smallest to largest.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Imaginary_Friend
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Friend
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tricycle
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Training_wheels
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•  Identifies objects with specified serial position: first, second, last.
•  Rote counts to 20 and above; many children count to 100.
•  Recognizes numerals from 1 to 10.
•  Understands the concepts of less than: "Which bowl has less water?"
•  Understands the terms dark, light, and early: "I got up early, before anyone else. It was still 

dark."
•  Relates clock time to daily schedule: "Time to turn on TV when the little hand points to 5."
•  Some children can tell time on the hour: five o'clock, two o'clock.
•  Knows what a calendar is for.
•  Recognizes and identifies coins; beginning to count and save money.
•  Many children know the alphabet and names of upper- and lowercase letters.
•  Understands the concept of half; can say how many pieces an object has when it's been cut 

in half.
•  Asks innumerable questions: Why? What? Where? When?
•  Eager to learn new things.

Language development
•  Vocabulary of 1,500 words plus.
•  Tells a familiar story while looking at pictures in a book.
•  Defines simple words by function: a ball is to bounce; a bed is to sleep in.
•  Identifies and names four to eight colours.
•  Recognizes the humor in simple jokes; makes up jokes and riddles.
•  Produces sentences with five to seven words; much longer sentences are not unusual.
•  States the name of own city or town, birthday, and parents’ names.
•  Answers telephone appropriately; calls person to phone or takes a brief message
•  Speech is almost entirely grammatically correct.
•  Uses "would" and "could" appropriately.
•  Uses past tense of irregular verbs consistently: „went,” „caught,” „swam.”
•  Uses past-tense inflection (-ed) appropriately to mark regular verbs: „jumped,” „rained,” 

„washed.”

Social development
•  Enjoys and often has one or two focus friendships.
•  Plays cooperatively (can lapse), is generous, takes turns, shares toys.
•  Participates in group play and shared activities with other children; suggests imaginative and 

elaborate play ideas.
•  Shows affection and caring towards others especially those “below” them or in pain
•  Generally subservient to parent or caregiver requests.
•  Needs comfort and reassurance from adults but is less open to comfort.
•  Has better self-control over swings of emotions.
•  Likes entertaining people and making them laugh.
•  Boasts about accomplishments.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Calendar
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coin
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alphabet
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Narrative
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Humor
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joke
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sentence_(linguistics)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Birthday
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Irregular_verbs
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inflection
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Six year old

Physical
•  Weight gains reflect significant increases in muscle mass.
•  Heart rate and respiratory rates are close to adults.
•  Body may appear lanky as through period of rapid growth.
•  Baby teeth beginning to be replaced by permanent ones, starting with the two lower front 

teeth
•  20/20 eyesight; if below 20/40 should see a professional.
•  The most common vision problem during middle childhood is myopia, or nearsightedness. 

(Berk, 2007).
•  Uses 6,700 J to 7,100 J (1,600 to 1,700 calories) a day.

Motor development
•  Gains greater control over large and fine motor skills; movements are more precise and 

deliberate, though some clumsiness persists.
•  Enjoys vigorous running, jumping, climbing, and throwing est.
•  Has trouble staying still.
•  Span of attention increases; works at tasks for longer periods of time, though
•  Can concentrate effort but not always consistently.
•  Understands time (today, tomorrow, yesterday) and simple motion (things go faster than 

others).
•  Recognizes seasons and major activities done in the times.
•  Has fun with problem solving and sorting activities like stacking, puzzles and mazes
•  Enjoys the challenge of puzzles, counting and sorting activities, paper-and-pencil mazes, and 

games that involve matching letters and words with pictures.
•  Recognizes some words by sight; attempts to sound out words
•  In some cases the child may be reading well.
•  functioning which facilitates learning to ride a bicycle, swim, swing a bat, or kick a ball.
•  Making things is enjoyed.
•  Reverses or confuse certain letters: b/d, p/g, g/q, t/f.
•  Able to trace objects.
•  Folds and cuts paper into simple shapes.
•  Can Tie Laces, string (like shoes).

Language
•  Can identify right and left hands fairly consistently.
•  Holds onto positive beliefs involving the unexplainable (magic or fantasy)
•  Arrives at some understanding about death and dying; expresses fear that parents may die.
•  Talks a lot.
•  Loves telling jokes and riddles; often, the humor is far from subtle.
•  Experiments with slang and profanity and finds it funny.
•  Enthusiastic and inquisitive about surroundings and everyday events.
•  Able to carry on adult-like conversations; asks many questions.

•  Learns 5 to 10 words a day; vocabulary of 10,000–14,000.
•  Uses appropriate verb tenses, word order, and sentence structure.
Social and emotional

•  Uses language rather than tantrums or physical aggression to express displeasure: "That's 
mine! Give it back, you dummy."

•  Talks self through steps required in simple problem-solving situations (though the "logic" may 
be unclear to adults).

•  Has mood swings towards primary caregiver depending on the day
•  Friendship with parent is less depended on but still needs closeness and nurturing.
•  Anxious to please; needs and seeks adult approval, reassurance, and praise; may complain 

excessively about minor hurts to gain more attention.
•  Often can't view the world from another’s point of view
•  Self-perceived failure can make the child easily disappointed and frustrated.
•  Can't handle things not going their own way
•  Does not understand ethical behavior or moral standards especially when doing things that 

have not been given rules
•  Understands when he or she has been thought to be "bad"; values are based on others 

enforced values.
•  May be increasingly fearful of the unknown like things in the dark, noises, and animals.
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Babytalk
http://www.parenting.com/article/top-10-child-development-articles-1000064970

In this guide:
• Your baby's first friend
• How social skills develop
• The importance of parallel play
• Helping a shy child
• Top playdate problems
• Buddy breakups
• Summary

http://www.parenting.com/article/top-10-child-development-articles-1000064970
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Overview
Your child’s social development begins from the moment she enters the world -- think of the 
adorable gazing, smiles, and coos. But her first real friendships won’t begin until the toddler years. 
Here’s what you need to know about your child’s social development, age-by-age, and how to help 
her build positive relationships with her peers.

Your baby›s first friend: You
After being thrust into the bright, loud world, your baby relies on you as her main source of 
comfort -- partly because she can already recognize your voice from hearing it in the womb. 
Faces are also an important part of an infant›s social experience. Experts aren’t sure why, but 
babies seem to be genetically programmed to recognize and be attracted to faces, even those in 
illustrations, photographs, or videos. One study showed that newborns pay much closer attention 
to a drawing of a face with the eyes, mouth, and nose in their proper places than to a drawing in 
which the facial elements are scrambled.

Your words are also crucial to your baby, even if she can’t understand them at first. Learning to 
make sense of language is one of the most important social-development factors. You can be sure 
that every time you speak to your child, she’s listening intently to make sense of the meaning.

How social skills develop, age by age
1-year-olds: It’s all about self-control

At this age, your child’s friends will be the ones whose moms or dads you know. But just because 
he sees these children regularly doesn’t mean he’ll willingly give up his bear or stacking rings for 
them to play with. Kids this age don’t yet understand the concept of sharing, and they think that 
whatever is in their hands belongs to them. So you’ll have to step in and help your child share on 
playdates.

2-year-olds: It›s all about giving them words

Most toddlers have learned to speak well enough that parents can begin to teach them some 
phrases that will help them express their feelings. Then they won›t have to hit or grab as much, 
for instance. Still, it›s a good idea to limit playdates to about an hour and vary the activities so the 
kids can wind down by coloring or reading a book. That can prevent meltdowns. It›s also smart 

to stick around to smooth out any altercations. Another trick: Use a kitchen timer and let the kids 
take turns playing with certain toys.

3-year-olds: It›s all about nurturing friendships

Once they›re in preschool, children can find a buddy without much encouragement from you. It 
may be another child who has a similar interest or laughs at the same things he does, or it could be 
someone with a totally opposite personality. It›s hard to predict which of these early relationships 
will last longer than a school year, but the chances are better with support from both sets of 
parents. An enjoyable outing with that child›s whole family can strengthen the bond even more.

4-year-olds: It›s all about widening circles

Kids at this age begin to see themselves as part of a more complex social scene. They›ll start to 
form groups, although these aren›t by any means cliques -- they›re pretty fluid. Your child may 
not know how to join a group, whether it›s his classmates at school or a bunch of children at the 
playground. You can start by giving him some words, such as «Hi, I›m Larry, and I›d like to play 
too.» Or you can encourage him to come up with an idea for a game or to think of ways he can fit 
into one that›s in progress. He can offer to be «It» or anything else that will make the other kids 
want to include him.

5-year-olds: It›s all about refining their skills

By kindergarten, most children are social beings, with a range of friends they cherish and who 
cherish them. Though they›re perfectly able to pick their own playmates, they still need to learn 
how to assert themselves and choose buddies who treat them well and make them feel good. 
Your child may be playing a lot with someone who never lets him take the lead, for example. 
This is an age at which you can begin to talk to kids about what that feels like and what kind of 
friendships they›d like to have instead. Teach your child phrases that can help him get what he 
wants, such as «It›s my turn to be the leader» or «I want to be first today.» Or tell him he can try 
playing with someone else who›s better at turn-taking.

The importance of parallel play
Researchers have noted that toddlers form strong emotional attachments to certain playmates, 
becoming excited when they see them. But it takes a while for babies to reach that level of 
socialization. Place two infants next to each other and, after some initial excitement and curiosity, 
they will probably ignore each other, unless one of them starts to cry and triggers the same response 
in the second child. While the children may be physically close, each seems to be pursuing her 
own agenda. Even their “conversation” reflects this split. Their words sound like two independent 
monologues rather than a dialogue. (“Big truck.” “I pet the puppy.” “Vroom, vroom.” “Bad dog!”)

This type of parallel play, as it is known, is the beginning of more complex peer relationships. A 
few years down the road, your child will discover that friendship is a kind of laboratory in which 
she’ll experiment on handling emotions and practicing new skills. And the interactions she has 
had with you through speech, play, and even just cuddling will have provided the foundation for 
successful, long-lasting friendships.

http://www.parenting.com/parenting/child/article/0,19840,1586041,00.html
http://www.parenting.com/parenting/baby/article/0,19840,1579511,00.html
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Helping a shy child make friends
Before you try to do your little one a favor by setting up lots of playdates, remember it’s not the 
number of pals your child has that’s important. One or two close ones will be enough to help him 
feel more comfortable about friendships. To help kids navigate their social world a little more 
easily:

Birth to 3 years

Do:
Set a foundation by organizing playgroups with other babies or toddlers. This will let your child 
learn to feel comfortable when interacting with new people.

Don’t:
Overwhelm him with too many social occasions. Little ones need downtime, too.

3 to 5 years

Do:
Set a loose agenda for playdates -- it’ll make your preschooler feel less anxious. For example, have 
him choose two games he’d like to play, and tell him to give his guest these options when she 
arrives.

Don’t:
Invite too many kids over for too long a time. One child for one hour is plenty to start with.

5 to 8 years

Do:
Find a noncompetitive activity that plays to your grade-schooler’s strengths, such as art or dance 
classes, Boy Scouts, or martial arts. If the group is small, he’s more likely to find like-minded kids 
he can be pals with.

Don’t:
Insist that your child’s friends be the same age. A younger buddy can make a shy child feel more 
socially comfortable and competent.

8 to 12 years

Do:
Talk to your child’s teacher, who can pair him up with supportive classmates when working on 
projects. You can also encourage your preteen to tutor a younger child. It’s a great way to develop 
the skills he needs for other social interactions.

Don’t:
Ask your tween whether he’s made any friends at school. A socially withdrawn child often wishes 
he weren’t, and frequent comments about friendships will just make him more anxious.

Your top playdate problems -- solved
Someone won’t share: One strong-willed child is an interesting challenge. Two strong-willed 
children makes for a tough playdate. So play matchmaker. Maybe your bossy girl is more comfortable 
playing with kids who are younger and will let her call the shots. Or perhaps she finds it easier to 
play with older kids, who are indisputably in charge. While playdates are a way to teach sharing, 
there’s no need to make them extra hard by having two kids with personalities that don’t match.

Somebody’s left out: When it’s a one-on-one playdate, this won’t happen. But add another kid to 
the mix and it can be a different story. To make sure everyone plays together, lay down the law 
beforehand. Tell your kids that you want them to include everyone and play nicely. Ask that other 
parents do the same. A heads-up can go a long way toward averting hurt feelings.

Your child can’t say goodbye: You think you’re dropping your child off at a playdate but she clutches 
your leg in a viselike grip? To help her adjust, try making the transition more fun. Give your child 
toys or snacks she can show and share with her friends right away. You can also play for a minute 
or two to give her time to settle in.

Buddy breakups
Sadly, it’s inevitable that at some point, your child will get dumped by a pal. When it happens, 
here’s what you can do to help her feel better: Be sympathetic. This is a big deal to her, so don’t 
minimize or dismiss what she’s feeling. Let her know you’re there to listen, and even share a story 
from your own past. Don’t badmouth the other kid. It’s tempting, but try to stay above the fray 
and let the kids work it out. (For one thing, it’ll be awkward if your child ends up being friends 
with her again.) Go over what happened. Sometimes kids don’t realize that they may have played 
a role in the demise of a friendship. Ask if they had a fight or if the friend seemed angry recently. 
Talk up friendship. A true friend doesn’t just abandon someone for the sake of being thought of as 
“cooler.” Remind your child of this and encourage her to shift her focus to more loyal pals.

When your child’s at fault:

• Let her know you're not happy with the way she handled things.
• Ask him how he would feel if he were treated that way.
• Point out that kids won't want to be friends with someone who's untrustworthy.
• Remind your child that you still expect her to be nice to everybody.

Summary
It takes time and practice for kids to build friendships. Until he starts making friends on his own, 
your child’s many social interactions -- with you, and with his peers -- will give him all the skills he 
needs to be a great pal. And over time, he’ll likely gravitate, as most of us do, to the people he has 
fun with and the ones who really care about him.
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Stress and Parenting Down Syndrome Children

Part 1
One of the major goals of parenting is to protect a child from harm and, thereby, promote 
survival. Part of this process involves teaching the child the social and adaptive skills required for 
independence while maintaining interconnectedness with others. The child is an active participant 
in this process, learning some skills with greater ease than others, and through his or her growth 
and development providing satisfaction to parents.

Everyone agrees that parenting is difficult in even the most ideal of circumstances. It involves 
tremendous amounts of time and emotional energy, and yet, many of us take on this responsibility 
with eagerness.

Parenting is not just difficult: it is also stressful. Stress can have an impact on parenting by 
significantly contributing to irritability, depression, marital problems and low self-esteem. The 
effectiveness with which parents are able to cope with this stress has significant implications not 
only for them, but for their child, also.

Many researchers have worked to identify sources of stress in child-rearing and some have studied 
sources related to raising a child with mental retardation in particular. I will try to summarize some 
of their work.

My purpose in discussing stress is to help parents recognize some of the sources within their own 
families. Sources of stress differ between families; they differ for mother and father and for the 
single parent. Also, sources of stress change with the composition of the family and with the age 
and developmental stage of the child with the developmental disability.

Not all issues I discuss will be pertinent to every family, but sometimes by thinking about stress in 
an orderly way it is possible to develop strategies for both stress resolution and effective coping. 
Since this is such an important topic I will present the material in two parts. This first part will 
discuss how the characteristics of a child with Down syndrome can impact on the level of stress 
within the family.

The second part of this article will be in the next issue of Down Syndrome Today. In it I will discuss 
the characteristics of the family in relation to stress and suggest some mechanisms for coping with 
stress.

CHILD CHARACTERISTICS
Level of Abilities

Although Down syndrome is very frequently diagnosed at or soon after birth, it is impossible 
to predict at that time the level of achievement the child will eventually reach. With very few 
exceptions, Down syndrome results in mental retardation but the level of impairment of individuals 
ranges from mild to profound.

One study reported that parents of higher functioning children with mental retardation expressed 
less stress about their child’s physical limitations and less concern about life-span care than 
parents of lower functioning children. Children who are higher functioning will develop faster and 
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achieve independence in toileting, eating and dressing earlier. As each of these developmental 
milestones is achieved the anxiety over whether the child will achieve that milestone is reduced. 
In addition, higher functioning children are less likely to be disruptive to a family because they 
have more individual resources for flexibly adapting to family needs.

In recent years the expectation for children with Down syndrome to achieve higher functioning 
has increased dramatically. For many parents the effort required to realize the potential for 
their child with Down syndrome can lead to stress, as they try to meet all the demands for 
educational, therapeutic and recreational activities. Further, a significant number of children with 
Down syndrome will make very slow progress even with a supportive environment and intensive 
intervention. For the parents of these children, the disappointment and frustration of their child’s 
development also can be stressful.

Age of Child

In one study mothers of children with developmental delays reported that middle childhood 
(6-12 years) was more stressful than either preschool or adolescence. During middle childhood 
there are increased demands for the child to develop independence while the demands on the 
primary caretaker to provide constant vigilance and assistance in toileting, dressing, and eating 
may still be present. Without family and community support, parent exhaustion becomes a 
definite possibility. With older adolescent children many of the care-taking tasks may have been 
transferred to resources outside the family.

In even the best informed families, parents often entertain unrealistic expectations for their child. 
This reaching for higher goals can be helpful in freeing the child from restrictions which may limit 
opportunity. It can also put stress on the family to meet these goals. This factor can be especially 
significant during the childhood years when the child’s level of abilities is still largely unknown. 
By the time a child with Down syndrome reaches adolescence or adulthood, families may have 
readjusted their expectations to better represent the abilities of the individual.

The age of the child with Down syndrome in relation to other family members is also important. 
Typically, a child with mental retardation, regardless of their chronological age, is relegated to 
the social status of the “youngest” once their siblings pass his or her developmental level. With a 
child in the household who is viewed as perpetually young, parents may feel that they will never 
be able to progress beyond child-rearing to address their own, personal goals. In addition, the 
prolonged demands for involvement in child-rearing can be particularly wearing on older parents 
of a child with Down syndrome.

Medical Problems

Early infancy is a particularly anxious time for parents of a child with Down syndrome because it is 
during infancy that many of the associated life-threatening conditions are identified and treated. 
Some conditions, such as recurrent ear infections, persist throughout childhood. Stress for parents 
can occur not just around a time of crisis, but can also accompany the daily demands for coping 
with persistent medical conditions.

In managing complicated educational and medical issues, parents frequently become the 
advocates for their children. Parents are often placed in the position of evaluating the benefits of 
a program for their child. The responsibility for decisions about care may be difficult for parents 
because they feel they are not adequately trained.

Behavior of the Child

Parents of children with behavior problems that are difficult to ameliorate, such as hyperactivity, 
self-abusiveness, and self-stimulatory behaviors, report higher levels of stress. Many of these 
serious behavior problems are linked to the same causes as the mental retardation of the 
individual and are not the result of poor judgment in child-rearing. Serious behavior problems 
are not characteristic of people with Down syndrome, but when they occur they can be a major 
source of stress.

Fortunately, most individuals with Down syndrome are socially responsive. Not only does this 
provide the parent with personal satisfaction, but social approval can be an effective tool in 
modifying some unacceptable behaviors.

Part 2
In Part 1 of this article which appeared in the Winter issue of Down Syndrome Today, I introduced 
the topic of stress for parents by saying that not all families experience stress over the same 
issues. Families are a dynamic unit which changes over time. The issues which cause stress in 
family life also change. Age of family members, composition of the family, family resources, and 
individual satisfaction are a few of the many factors which contribute to family dynamics. Indeed, 
coping with stress, itself, changes a family’s dynamics.

By describing some of the possible sources of stress I hope to provide a framework whereby 
parents can think about stress within their own situation. I have chosen only a few frequently 
mentioned sources of stress but there are many more. Similarly, there are many techniques for 
coping with stress; some are adaptive (that is, they promote healthy family life) and others are 
destructive to the family or individuals within the family. Part of working to preserve every family 
unit involves working to resolve stress.

In Part 1 of this article I described some sources of stress which are related to the characteristics 
of the child with a developmental disability. I will now identify some of the characteristics of the 
family which contribute to stress.

PARENT CHARACTERISTICS
Parenting Satisfaction

Parents want to feel they are meeting the needs of their children. They find satisfaction in the 
progress of their child. They also need to feel they have a role in shaping the development of their 
child.

When a child has special needs there is a tendency to shift many of the important decisions to 
the ‘experts’. Decisions about when to begin intervention and which therapies to provide are 
frequently determined by a team of professionals. Decisions about educational placement are 
given to the educational system.

Although medical and educational institutions are better than they have ever been in providing 
supportive intervention for children with Down syndrome, the delivery of these services becomes 
a source of stress when parents either do not agree with or trust the decisions of experts, are 
unable to meet the demands for service delivery, or feel they have a reduced role in the decision 
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making process. For some parents, this relinquishing of control can result in feelings of inadequacy 
as a parent and of anger at the delivery system.

Personal Issues

Parents of children with a developmental disability frequently have negative feelings of guilt, 
anger, disappointment, and self-pity. These can coincide with feelings of love, gratitude, and pride. 
Having feelings which seem to be in apparent conflict can be personally stressful.

For many parents of a child with Down syndrome, the early months are occupied with understanding 
the implications of the diagnosis, coping with early medical problems, and initiating early infant 
stimulation programs. There is little time or energy for parents to cope with their own feelings. 
These feelings can return at later (and sometimes unexpected) times, even in individuals who at 
other times genuinely celebrate their good fortune in having their special child.

A successful family provides emotional support for all the members of the family. However, no 
family can address all of the individual needs of every member. Having to look outside the family 
for support can itself be stressful for people who are very independent and self-reliant. Both 
children and parents at times need to look outside the family for sources of support. Sometimes 
a parent or sibling finds it easier to express negative feelings outside the family. This should not 
be taken as a sign of betrayal. It is seeking validation of a feeling which can allow the individual to 
return to the family with renewed personal resources.

Economic Support

The demands for providing for basic needs are common to all families. The demands on the 
family resources, however, change depending on the ages of the children. Although it is becoming 
increasingly more common for both parents to share financial responsibility for the family, fathers 
continue to report this responsibility as an important source of stress.

Economics becomes a source of stress when there is not enough money for the needs of the family. 
When one of the children in the family has Down syndrome there is likely to be increased demands 
on the financial resources of the family to pay for medical care, additional therapies, babysitters 
and participation in special programs. These demands can persist throughout adolescence and 
sometimes into adulthood. At the same time, the involvement of parents in addressing the special 
needs of a child reduces the amount of time and energy available to them for increasing income 
to meet these needs.

Managing Resources

Each person should share in the attention and concern of all family members. This sometimes 
entails sacrifice and leaving some personal needs unmet. The child with Down syndrome is entitled 
to be a full participating member of the family and, therefore, should be required to share the 
family resources, not monopolize them.

In addition, when a family is in a stressful period (for instance, when there is a death of a close 
friend or relative), the child with Down syndrome should share in the stress and be supported in 
learning to cope within his or her ability.

COPING WITH STRESS
There are many ways to cope with stress but some are more adaptive than others. As I emphasized 
in the introduction to both Parts 1 and 2, there are many differences between families in their 
vulnerability to stress. Similarly, there are many ways to cope with stress. I mention here only 
three areas to consider.

One consistent finding of research is that it is easier to cope with the stress of parenting if there is 
marital stability and/or a supportive social network. Some parents of children with developmental 
disabilities feel isolated. Maintaining and establishing meaningful social relationships requires 
effort but children benefit indirectly because parents with less stress are more effective in their 
child-rearing. There are many opportunities for social net-working among parents of children with 
similar disabilities to share their questions and concerns. It is also important for the personal 
development of all family members to maintain social contacts which do not focus on the child in 
the family with Down syndrome.

Another way to cope with stress is through information seeking. This can take the form of learning 
about Down syndrome, in general, or by sharing common experiences with other parents. Parent 
support groups help families to focus on important issues. They can also provide role models 
and can help parents understand the next developmental stage and approach it with more 
preparedness than dread. One group, the Association for the Care of Children’s Health (7910 
Woodmont Ave., Bethesda, MD 20814), assists parents of children with developmental disabilities 
by providing needed information about the health care system. Two other sources for information 
on Down syndrome are the National Down Syndrome Society (666 Broadway, NY, 10012) and the 
National Association for Down Syndrome (PO Box 4542, Oak Brook, IL, 60522).

Finally, expressing emotions in socially appropriate contexts is also a way to reduce stress. The 
individual needs of parents or siblings should not be neglected in the urgency of providing needed 
services and support for the individual with Down syndrome. While this is not always possible, 
at least attempting to balance your needs with those of each member of your family can help in 
achieving a greater sense of normalization of, and control over, your life.

Parenting any child is stressful, and most parents of children with Down syndrome know all too 
well about coping with stress. Practically any one of you could write your own story and other 
parents would find it familiar. In trying to deal with stress it is often difficult to see beyond today 
and maybe tomorrow. My purpose in writing these articles is to point out that you are not alone 
in experiencing stress over small and large issues of child-rearing. Sources of immediate stress will 
pass and probably be resolved satisfactorily. But development is characterized by change and as 
you and your child develop, new sources of stress will emerge. Knowing how to identify personal 
sources of stress, and coping with them effectively, has long term beneficial consequences. Your 
successful experiences in coping will likely increase your confidence and resources and prepare 
you for future experiences.

file:///C:\Documents%20and%20Settings\Desire\Desktop\pen%20drive%20back%20up\Stress%20Reduction\nationalorg.html
http://www.nads.org
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Big Sugar

Big Tobacco
Big Pharma

Big Media
Big Banking

Big Money

Go to http://imune.name to learn and to get your course materials. You could get a Doctorate in 
Wellness and an international or accredited European professional qualification in neurophysiological 
bioresonance and biofeedback.

The Tassel is worth the Hassel. In a world so concerned of Wellness can be 
yours in just 12 months of Home Stury, a simple 
thesis, a practicum and four days of monitored 
supervised contact.

Big Tobacco, Big Sugar, Big Pharma, Big Oil, and Big War 
Industry are exempt from lay and they kill and injure, maim 

and cripple in the name of profit. They seek to control and 
dominate medicine to further build their profits.

Their money controls governments, regulators, and the small 
minded media. The Ultra Rich Master Echelon Computer now sees 
and hears all the things we say, write, and do. Rights of privacy are 
gone worldwide. They have taken away our rights of free speech.

The Ultra Rich control the media and refuse to tell stories 
that expose or offend the Ultra Rich Power. They control every 
movie that gets distribution, every song that hits the radio, 

everything that is put on the world news. They use science and 
psychology to control and manipulate the minds of the masses.

But medicine is controlled by Universities that teach medicine. 
There is now one university starting to defend Natural Medicine. 
IMUNE has a new 12 month home study course that can 
be bought with Karma and you can learn how to do natural 
medicine and how to break free from the Ultra Rich control.

12 month
home study courseimune

Well, the game of Reality Monopoly is still being played all over the 
world. One percent of the world’s population is winning and now 
controls over 80% of the wealth. The law allows the game to continue 
till we will see one winner and 6 billion plus losers
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Parenting tips
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We are what we repeatedly do
STORY BY

Karen Krakower

Imagine what our great-great-grandmothers would say about parenting:

Oy, you don’t know from struggle-try crossing an ocean with seven children to a new country with 
only the clothes on our backs.

You think that’s bad, our grandmothers would retort, at least you had community. The Great 
Depression and the Great War tore us apart. And how do you explain to your thirsty child that the 
drinking fountain is for Whites-only?

Our mothers, products of the last Great War, must wonder daily how they survived Woodstock, 
Viet Nam, free love-and, if they ever measured up to The Clevers.

And now, we are sure that we have it worse: the internet, drugs, ADD, crime and terrorism keep 
us biting our nails. Half of us are raising kids alone, and wondering how to instill values in them 
from our office cubicles.

Yes, it’s OK to say the world’s oldest phrase: times have changed since I, you, we grew up. We 
move around. Both parents work. We don’t know our neighbors. We have cell phones and email, 
but no front porch on which to sit and wait for the ice cream truck.
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Our communities—both geographic and cultural—are shifting, disappearing. Our parent 
community is confused about our boundaries. We’re frankly scared to tell another parent on the 
little League field that their child is misbehaving. We might get sued.

Yet, most of us parents depend on each other, more than we realize as barometers and yardsticks 
of parental “good-enoughness.” That is why, HealthLeader went to the true experts, those parents 
and guardians of today’s children for advice.

Divorce & Parenting: A Best-Case Scenario
The rest of this story is yours. (Print it out—it›s a keeper.) \

What advice would you give to parents raising teenagers?

Listen, Listen Listen. Be patient; let them talk through their thoughts and feelings even when you 
are busy, tired or disagree. If they tell you they just want you to sit with them in their room or 
outside, do it. Usually, they have something they want to talk about.If they tell you something that 
they want kept confidential, keep it, unless it will cause harm to them or someone else. Then help 
them take the appropriate steps and support them, don’t criticize them.

When your teens make mistakes, help them learn from them - they will be less apt to make that 
one again. When they make another mistake, be patient and help them learn from it .

Praise them for coming to you and being honest. They will start telling you more and talking to 
you more.

— L. Warner

There’s no evidence that kids overall are worse in this generation-though they are noisier. But if 
you were to compare them in equal settings [ to previous generations ], things aren’t as dour as 
you might think.

“Oh, and when you’re talking, don’t try to use their slang. Even if you get it right, it willNEVER be 
cool to them.”

- B.Pierre

The most important thing with kids of all ages: be sure you are modeling exactly what you’re 
asking of them. Despite all the diversity [of social messages on how to behave] parents can actually 
model behavior, calmly but firmly, to prevent kids from going down a difficult path. If you tell the 
white lie, don’t be surprised if your child bends the truth, too.

A phrase I use a lot is: it’s a parent’s job to be mean. Sometimes we all need that. It’s OK-that’s 
part of the job. Tell your kids that if a parent doesn’t do that, then they aren’t taking care of their 
children. If your child ran out in the middle of the street and you didn’t chase after them, yelling 
and admonishing, you’d be putting them in harm’s way.

Teenage dangers are no different.

— A. Saunders, MD , psychiatrist and mother

Raising a teenager is difficult at best. I don’t know if it’s harder as a single parent or just different. 
The most useful thing I learned in dealing with my teenaged daughter, who is now 21, is to talk 
to her all the time and not to shy away from the hard topics like sex, drugs, and yes, even the 
household budget.

Don’t be afraid to share your mistakes with your teenager. It’s good for them to know that you 
weren’t always perfect.

Even when it appears that the vibration of their music is used to tune you out, something will 
stick and prove to be useful one day. Arm them with knowledge, because you can’t watch them 
24/7/365.

Choose a time when your stress level is low. (I know. when is that ?) I like the idea of when we are 
in the car: no escape route. Make it a dialogue, not a monologue, by using active listening skills.

Oh, and when you’re talking, don’t try to use their slang. Even if you get it right, it will NEVER be 
cool to them.

— B.Pierre

My suggestion to parents of teenagers or any child: Admit that your child may not be a carbon 
copy of you at their age. Just because you were an exceptional student, athlete, or musician does 
not necessarily mean they should follow that path.

Even college is not meant for everyone. Some kids are able to find their way into exciting lives and 
livelihoods without having obtained a college degree.

— Regular Reader and Parent

Building a relationship with your own child takes time and cannot be taken for granted. Building 
such a relationship is a long-term time investment. Below are six major points towards building a 
wonderful relationship.

1. Understand your child - be patient, empathetic and listen

2. Attend to the little things - don’t put your child’s things away as unimportant - they are 
important to them

3. Keep commitments - make the time for your child, don’t compromise on that time for anything 
or anyone else

4. Clarify expectations - if you expect your child to behave a certain way make your expectations 
clear and also the reasons why. Don’t just say it’s because you are the parent. That is hard for 
a child to understand.

5. Show personal integrity - be a good role model, yourself

6. Apologize sincerely when you make a mistake. Adults are not always right. None of us are.

Parents need to be a friend to their children-in the true sense of the meaning:

Have fun with them; respect, inspire, encourage them. Be dependable and give them the sense 
that they are dear to you.
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My father said, “Shame is good. It keeps us from going too far.”

- S. Hazel

Spend more time with teens and plan on activities that parents and teens would enjoy together.

Just short phone calls or quick hellos - these don’t intimidate the teen or give them the feeling 
that you are supervising. Instead it gives a sense of caring and concern.

Lastly, treat teens as you would have wanted your parents to treat you. To develop a wonderful, 
caring parent/child relationship, the best gift that parents can give is the gift of their time.

— N. Patel , MD

I suggest talking to your teenager even if they say they want to be alone. Kindly let them know 
that it hurts when someone you love is avoiding you.

Talk to them about things you feel are important for them to know even when they act as though 
they are not listening, because they are.

Know who their friends are and the places they go.

Most of all, always tell them the reason why you are sharing the information with them and why 
it is important to know where they are when they are not at home.

— D. Ukpe

Kids today are in need of strong values and priorities in their lives more than ever before. They are 
in need of structure and discipline as well.

Having step-parents is common and children have to deal with two sets of household rules. This 
makes it harder for them to identify their true values.

Parents need to set clear priorities. Respect and dignity need to be instilled in children from a 
young age. We are parents first and friends second. For example: I notice kids in public areas 
answer their parents as if they were their school buddies and sometimes use bad language. If we 
parents don’t teach the line between respect for your elders and the friendliness with buddies, 
who will?

We are the only ones in their lives who want the best for them without anything in return. We 
love them for who they are, so it is our duty as parents to mold them and make good citizens out 
of them.

We may be afraid of losing their friendship by being too strict, but I would rather have their 
respect and have them learn the right things in preparation for their adulthood. It will take many 
years to see the fruits of your hard work but you will be happy and they will appreciate it.

— M. Zambrano
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The mental health of your child depends on how you take care of him or her and showing him or 
her that love. Love is not just an abstract thought. Love from parents is hugging, kissing, playing, 
providing, smiling-showing the world to your child-all of that is love.

Many studies have shown that children who do not receive loving parenting (mainly from the 
mom) do not grow and develop normally. Love is also understanding and this implies listening to 
what you child wants to tell you in their own words.

And remember, some children develop at different rates. Some are verbal and others nonverbal, 
so listen.

— J. Carranza, MD, psychiatrist, parent

What was the most important thing your parents taught you?

1. That no one can hurt you, strip you of your dignity, without your permission.

2. That children are rented to you for a short time on the life cycle, so don’t spend your time 
saying, if only they were older.it happens in a blink.

3. My parents set boundaries-not with barbed wire, but with a fence just high enough to make 
me think twice before jumping. Sometimes I jumped, anyway. They didn’t have to say a word 
about it. Just knowing I’d jumped was a heavy enough burden to carry.

4. That parents have faults and feelings. They are just grown-up kids, trying to do the best they 
can. That sometimes, your spilled spaghetti is not why they are angry-it was the flat tire on the 
freeway before they ever got home.

5. That love happens in the moment-not in the past or the future, but right now.

— K. Krakower

Growing up in a single-parent home in which my mother was “My Everything,” my mom taught 
me the importance of spending quality time with one’s children. My mom often worked many 
hours to support us but she never let her work interfere with her parenting. No matter how tired 
she was, she made time for us. At one time, I found myself so caught up in my career, ministry and 
exercise that I neglected my main ministry....my family. I would rush in from a day’s work and start 
barking orders at my children just to ensure that they got to bed at a decent hour and everything 
was done. My mom would often tell me to come home, put the housework aside, take a breather 
and then spend some time with my children. She’d say “You’d better spend time with them now 
while they’re interested.”

— S. Ford

Be the leader of your family. Don’t let your kids see your flaws too early, but let them know later 
when they can handle the information.

Show an interest in them as individuals.

— S. Hazel

Spend time with yourself listening to your inner voice. My parents said that you didn’t need any 
external validation for things that you did right or wrong. When you were kind, the inner voice 
tells you that you did the right thing. The inner voice also tells you when you’ve behaved badly, no 
matter how justified others can make you feel.

You need to be your own best friend, first.

— N. Patel, MD

“Shame on my parents for what I am, but shame on me for staying that way.”

- L. Auerbach

The most important thing my parents taught me: honesty. This includes always returning items 
that are borrowed, always taking vacation time rather than sick time for personal absences from 
work and never taking advantage of people. To this day I cannot overlook an error by waiters, 
cashiers, etc. who mistakenly return too much change!

— Regular Reader

The most important thing my parents taught me was the value of a college education and prayer.

— D. Ukpe

My father always taught me to do what I felt was right in my heart and to use common sense. He 
always encouraged me not to be afraid to try new things or take chances - he always said that he 
would believe in me. I share this with my children all the time.

— L. Warner

What’s the one phrase used by your parents that still rings in your ears?

My father said, “Shame is good. It keeps us from going too far.”

— S. Hazel

Always be nice, regardless of how someone treats you.

Treat others the way you’d wish to be treated.

It’s not what you get from life that counts, but what you give to life.

— N. Patel, MD

My best friend, Lisa taught me a phrase that has benefited me as a daughter and a mother: “Shame 
on my parents for what I am, but shame on me for staying that way.”

— K. Krakower
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Sue Scheff: Are you over-parenting your teen?
Great tips and resources on parenting teens – which everyone knows is not the easiest job!

Source: Connect with Kids

Can Teens be Over-Parented?
“I’ve been known for the last few years to call the cell phone the world’s longest umbilical cord.”

– Richard Mullendore, Ph.D., Professor of College Student Affairs Administration, University of 
Georgia

Many high schools, some colleges, and even some employers all have the same complaint today: 
helicopter parents- parents who “hover” around their child and get involved in almost every 
detail of their child’s life. The motivation is love, but the result may be a child who never learns 
independence.

http://suescheffblog.com/2010/08/sue-scheff-are-you-over-parenting-your-teen/
http://suescheffblog.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/08/parenting_teenagers.jpg
http://connectwithkids.com/
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Sarah, a freshman at the University of Georgia, calls her parents before every decision. “Just 
because I’m on my own, and I’m only a freshman, so some things are just like, ‘Eeek! I need to talk 
to someone about it.’”

She’s not alone. Students admit to calling their parents about everything from money to choosing 
classes to dealing with roommates.

Eighteen-year-old Stephen says, “I’ve been in the laundry room and kids have said, ‘Hey, Mom! 
How do you wash clothes?’” Sarah adds, “I have a car, and I didn’t have one in high school and I 
have to call them all the time about little things like changing the oil, and when I need to wash it.”

Dr. Richard Mullendore, a professor of college student affairs administration at the University of 
Georgia says, “I’ve been known for the last few years to call the cell phone the world’s longest 
umbilical cord. Many of our students will call their parent, talk to their mother and father four and 
five times a day. A day!”

The problem, he says, is when kids face more serious issues: a fight with a roommate or a conflict 
with a professor they won’t know what to do. Mullendore says, “So today’s students really haven’t 
learned how to solve conflict, haven’t learned how to confront each other, because their parents 
have been willing to be in the middle of virtually every decision, and every situation.”

College advisors say parents who believe they are too involved in their student’s decisions should 
back off slowly. Explain why you won’t be calling as often— and when you do call—resist giving 
advice.

Mullendore says, “Figure out what are the right questions to ask the student. As opposed to ‘I will 
fix that for you’ ‘I will make that call’ or ‘You need to see so-and-so,’ it’s ‘What do you think you 
should do?’”

Thurston says, “At some point, you’re going to be on your own. So you might as well start doing 
things on your own now, because they are not always going to be there to do everything for you.”

What Parents Need To Know
A new study presented at the Association of Psychological Science Convention suggest that over-
parenting, sometimes referred to as being a “helicopter parent,” who constantly hovers, might 
lead to children who are ultimately not ready to leave the nest. Researcher Neil Montgomery, a 
psychologist at Keene State College in N.H., surveyed about 300 freshmen with a questionnaire 
the researchers specifically designed to assess helicopter parenting. Students with helicopter 
parents tended to be less open to new ideas and actions, as well as more vulnerable, anxious and 
self-consciousness, among other factors, compared with their counterparts with more distant 
parents.

When parents are too overbearing or overprotective, the consequences can be extreme. Children 
who aren’t able to do things on their own often grow up to be adults who can’t do things on 
their own. And learning to do things early makes things much easier in the future. Raising an 
independent child can help ensure that your child’s transition into adulthood will go a little more 
smoothly. So how do you raise independent children? Start early, and consider the following tips 
from experts at India Parenting:

• Take it one step at a time – Every time you do something for your child, do it slowly and make 
him/her watch carefully, so that he/she learns how to do it by him/herself. So if it’s anything 
from tying shoes to changing a car’s oil, do it slowly. Let him/her see how you do it. The next 
time, let him/her perform the task, while you help him/her.

• Don’t be in a hurry – Don’t rush in to do everything for your child, no matter how tempting it 
may be. Your child now may be trying to tie his/her shoelaces. You know that you can tie them 
much faster for him/her, and you’re getting impatient waiting for your child to get it right. 
However, don’t interfere and tie them for him/her. Stand by and watch while he/she tries to 
do it him/herself. If he/she gets it wrong, you can redo it and ask if he/she wants to try again. 
If not, there’s always tomorrow. Don’t interfere until he/she asks for help or unless he/she gets 
it wrong – after he/she has completed the task at hand.

• Watch – Soon you would have passed the stage of helping your child with every little task. You 
could simply be around monitoring him/her at some level. Don’t brush his teeth for him/her 
– let him/her brush them, but be close by while he/she does it. The more he/she starts doing 
things for him/herself, the more confidence he/she will start having in his/her own abilities. 
This is why you should avoid checking your child at every step. Instead of telling him/her what 
he/she is doing wrong, tell him/her beforehand how he/she can get it right.

• Help him/her make lists – One of the best things you can teach your child is to get him/her into 
the habit of making lists of his/her homework or chores. This will help him/her complete more 
tasks by him/herself and will consequently turn him/her into a more independent and capable 
person. You could start out by making the list for him/her, and as he/she completes each task, 
you could make him/her cross it out from the list.

As your son or daughter begins college, he/she is beginning a new stage in life. While it can be a 
thrilling and exhilarating time, it can also be full of apprehension and worry. According to experts 
at the Counseling Center for Human Development at the University of South Florida, some of the 
challenges your child will face may include:

• Leaving familiar territory and traditions. Students leave behind family, friends – possibly a 
boyfriend or girlfriend, familiar places and customs, and familiar rules.

• Managing new freedoms and responsibilities. Greater freedom requires greater personal 
responsibility. In the absence of daily parental oversight, students living in an apartment or 
residence hall must be fully responsible for waking up and getting to class on time, deciding 
when to study and when to socialize, when and what to eat, when to come home at night 
and when to go to bed, managing their money, doing their own laundry, and making daily 
decisions regarding their academic and social behaviors.

• Changing relationships with parents and family. With greater independence and less frequent 
contact, the parent-child relationship may evolve into an adult-to-adult, rather than adult-to-
child, relationship. This creates both challenges and opportunities for relationship growth for 
students and their parents. At times, it may be helpful for a student to meet with a counselor 
to discuss any feelings or events that may interfere with the adjustment process or satisfactory 
academic performance.

• More demanding academic requirements and competition. Students may quickly recognize 
that they are now competing with other students who all were in the upper half of their high 
school class. Many college students were able to do well in high school without much effort 
or study and without developing the learning skills (e.g. note-taking, textbook reading, study 
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skills) necessary to succeed in college. Students who are underperforming may find it very 
helpful to seek individual assistance from professionals in that program.

• Large classes and less individualized attention. In high school, students seldom have classes 
larger than 30 or so. During the first year of college, it is not unusual to enroll in introductory 
(survey) classes that hold up to 300 students or more. It is easy to feel disconnected and 
unimportant. In order to counter such feelings, students must be able to advocate for 
themselves. That is, they must ask the professor questions in class or during office hours and 
they must take advantage of graduate assistants for additional help.

• Registering for classes and choosing a major. It is also the student’s responsibility to meet with 
his or her advisor on a regular basis to determine the courses necessary for the next semester 
in order to remain in “good standing” and to register appropriately for the following semester’s 
classes. If a student is unsure about a major or career direction, he or she should speak with 
a career counselor. The majority of students either do not know what major to pursue when 
they initially enroll in college or they change majors at least once during their college career as 
they learn more about themselves and their true interests, values and abilities.

• Time management. In high school, most students spend nearly 35 hours each week in class. 
In college, they may spend 12 to 17 hours in class. Some days, they may not even have any 
classes. These periods of non-class time during the day (and evening) can easily be spent in a 
variety of non-academic activities. Many students are not aware of the general guideline that, 
for every hour of class time, a student should spend approximately two hours studying and 
completing assignments and projects. In order to perform well academically and also have time 
for socializing, exercising and leisure activity, both time management and organizational skills 
are critical. Seek an on-campus counseling center that may offers workshops and individual 
counseling, which can address issues of time management, effective decision-making and 
other personal issues.

• Feeling overwhelmed by course work (constant studying for quizzes and exams, reading 
assignments, completing projects and papers) and other responsibilities, is not unusual 
and can lead to procrastination, which only worsens the problem. Some students reveal 
perfectionistic tendencies (i.e. unrealistically high self-expectations or perceived parental 
expectations), which further immobilize their efforts, add to their discouragement and impede 
their effectiveness. Such issues (along with test and performance anxiety) are frequent in a 
college student population and may be discussed with counselors.

• Learning to live in a world of differences (e.g. diversity of ethnicity, religion, philosophical 
thoughts and beliefs, interests and values) may be one of the most important developments 
during the college years. Students are confronted with innumerable new ideas in their courses 
and in their interactions with other students from very different backgrounds. Students, at 
times, may feel torn between remaining loyal to long-held family beliefs and making decisions 
based on new information and consistent with their own emerging values and goals.
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